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Our motivation
• There’s an ongoing debate on whether individual philanthropical and
similar initiatives by celebrities matter in the bigger context of socioeconomic development
https://twitter.com/DDPozhidaev/status/1302258230572331012
• Consider for example the fact that some of the greatest footballers come
from modest backgrounds and developing countries but yet remain
connected to their home communities.
• Indirectly, this refers also to the diaspora potential in a small country
development, e.g. http://www.migrationpolicy.org/article/developmentthrough-diversity-engaging-armenias-new-and-old-diaspora
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What we have here…
• Back in the early 2000s, Branko Milanovic wrote a curious paper titled
Globalization and Goals: Does Soccer Show the Way (out in 2006 in the
Review of International Political Economy)? He shows how soccer (hmm,
football) is a true global sport accessible to all and with positive externalities
for the global poor.
• e.g. some of the world’s best players are from low income countries playing for the
world’s top clubs but they return to play for their national teams, passing on
knowledge and skills.

• In this presentation, we have few examples of some of the great players
helping their communities.
• This is not an exhaustive collection of facts but just enough to start a more
informed and serious conversation about the role individual athletes may be
playing in the process of socio-economic development.
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Soccer
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Pelé (former Brazil
striker)
• Sponsors 6 charities: 46664, ABC Trust, FC Harlem,
Great Ormand Street Hospital, Prince’s Rainforest
Project, and Littlest Lamb
• 46664 helps educate the public about HIV/AIDS
• ABC Trust gives an education to impoverished
children in the United Kingdom
• FC Harlem allows children in New York City to learn
and play soccer
• Great Ormand Street Hospital treats life threatening
diseases and pays for patients’ bills
• The Prince’s Rainforest Project campaigns
deforestation policies in Rainforest nations
• Littlest Lamb helps orphaned children with
psychological trauma find loving new families
Amber Raggio, Jordan Wick, Nora Hamdan, Taylor Rendon. 2019. The Life and Development of Edson Arantes do Nascimento: Pelé // https://cpb-us5
e1.wpmucdn.com/sites.lib.jmu.edu/dist/1/223/files/2019/03/Pele-Post-Presentation-Paper-1new8tr.pdf
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Sadio Mané (Liverpool Winger)
• In 2020, building a hospital in his hometown in Senegal
• "I wanted to build a hospital to give people hope” |

https://www.theguardian.com/football/2020/apr/08/sadio-manedocumentary-made-in-senegal-liverpool

• Currently working on a secondary school in Senegal
• •€250,000
• Amid the outbreak of coronavirus, Mane donated £41,000
to health authorities in Senegal
Source: Sadio Mané Documentary |

https://www.theguardian.com/football/2020/apr/08/sadio-mane-documentarymade-in-senegal-liverpool
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Christiano Ronaldo
(Juventus Striker)
• In 2020, he will fund the construction of a pediatric
hospital in Santiago, Chile in collaboration
with Italian businessman Alessandro Proto
• In 2015, Ronaldo was named the world's most
charitable sportsperson by dosomething.org
• Donated £5 million to help the aid effort in
Nepal following the devastating earthquake
that hit the region, in the same year
• In 2009, funded a cancer center in Portugal
• €165,000
Source: Real Madrid's Cristiano Ronaldo has Long List of Charity Contributions
https://www.espn.com/soccer/club/real-madrid/86/blog/post/3317297/real-madrids-cristiano-ronaldo-has-long-list-of-charity-contributions
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Marcus Rashford
(Manchester United Striker)
• Created a campaign to keep lower income
student fed during COVID
• COVID Summer Food Fund
• €15 voucher per student per week to
spend at local supermarkets
• BBC Video:
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk53065806
• Almost 1.3 million school children in England
- accounting for 15.4% of state-educated
pupils - were eligible for and claiming free
school meals in January 2019
Source: Food Voucher U-turn After Footballer's Campaign
https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-53065806
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Juan Mata (Manchester
United Midfielder)
• Original player supporting Common Goal
• All members of the club, from player to
manger, can pledge 1% of their salary to
selected charities
• Thus far the organization has recruited 375
other members
• Common Goal funds a vast network of
charities across the globe
• These organizations operate in 90
different countries
• According to their 2018 evaluation, they
have helped empower over 2 million people
through sport and education
Source: Common Goal – About: https://www.common-goal.org/About
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Lionel Messi (Barcelona Winger)
• During COVID, Messi led the
Barcelona players in taking a 70% pay
cut as an act of solidarity to nonplaying staff at the club, ensuring they
will be paid in full
• In February 2019, Messi’s foundation
donated €200,000 to Unicef projects
in Kenya that allowed over 2,000
citizens access to free food and water
Source: Lionel Messi Philanthropy
https://www.goal.com/en-us/news/lionel-messi-philanthropy-charities-barcelona-giving-money/oh7oasuijk8814mjcfrpa9v74
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• A monthly allowance to 450 families from his hometown of Basyoun, Egypt

Mohamed Salah •
•
(Liverpool
•
Winger)

£2.2M to rebuild a destroyed hospital destroyed
Donated £30,000 to build an ambulance station
• Much needed as hospitalizations have increased during the pandemic
While the amount is undisclosed, Salah has paid to construct girls’ schools, sports
facility, medical equipment, and land to build a sewage treatment plant in Nargig
(his home region)
• Provided food to reduce food security during the pandemic

Source: Mohamed Salah, the Liverpool superstar giving away thousands to help Egyptians ; // https://www.bbc.com/sport/football/46379716 // https://www.the-sun.com/sport/premierleague/1080205/mohamed-salah-charity-ambulance-centre/#:~:text=Salah%20has%20previously%20dug%20deep,a%20bomb%2Ddamaged%20cancer%20hospital
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American
football
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Travis Kelce (Kansas
City Chiefs)
• Founded a charity 87&Running in 2015 to empower
disadvantaged youth to achieve success by providing
resources and support to their communities and
cultivating their talent in the areas of education,
business, athletics, stem, and the arts
• 87&Running Video
• In 2018 his charity partnered with Operation
Breakthrough in Kansas City for the grand opening of a
robotics lab
• Contributed $45,000 to the robotics lab, which
will serve 175 elementary school children and 100
high school students

Sources: Kelce Earns Community MVP Award
87&Running https://www.si.com/nfl/chiefs/news/travis-kelce-earns-community-mvp-award-for-kc-robotics-lab-charitable-programs-N8UBm_QbC0Wiwx37l-rNTw
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Russell Wilson (Seattle
Seahawks)
• In 2014, Russell Wilson launched The Why Not You
Foundation - dedicated to creating real and lasting change
in the world by motivating, empowering, and preparing
today’s youth to be tomorrow’s leaders
• In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the foundation has
partnered with United Way Worldwide, The Rockefeller
Foundation, Lyft, DoorDash and Safeway and Albertsons, to
enhance and expand Ride United across the country
• is a critical transportation access initiative to help bring
food and supplies to vulnerable populations

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

Source: Why Not You Foundation Helps Expand Ride United | https://whynotyoufdn.org/latest/2020/5/27/covid-1914
united-way-partnership
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